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MADISON - Today Republican leaders in the state legislature announced plans for an
extraordinary session of the legislature next week to pass so-called "Right to Work"  legislation.

  

Is this rushed discussion of such a controversial subject necessary? Many in the Assembly and
Senate, especially Democrats, do not appear to think so. The move is seen as a distraction by
many in Madison, an attempt to talk about anything but Scott Walker’s proposed budget.

  

Walker’s Budget has stirred up a hornet’s nest all over Wisconsin. As we get into the budget’s
details, we have learned it mean a tough road ahead for local schools, the UW and our children
who will inherit increased state debt.

  

"Right to Work"  legislation will do little to solve any of these problems. It does not even have
anything to do with the right to work. It is merely a political argument between Republicans and
the unions over the collection of union dues.

  

Scott Walker’s first term has left Wisconsin with a lagging economy and a $2.2 billion deficit. His
administration has drained needed funds from public education and state agencies and given it
to the wealthy few in the form of a huge tax cut. And now, with Scott Walker a part time
governor gone much of the week to campaign for President, the bill to pay for all of this has
fallen on the legislature.

  

Is it any surprise the Republicans would rather talk about “Right to Work” ?
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When asked for his response on the Extraordinary Session, Assembly Democratic Leader PeterBarca (D-Kenosha) said in a prepared statement:  "Governor Walker has called so-called `Right to Work' legislation a distraction and apparentlythat's exactly what he wants. By rushing to pass Right to Work in less than a week, clearly thegovernor and Republican legislators want to distract from how destructive their budget is forWisconsin's workers, students and middle-class families.  "Wisconsin is already lagging behind most of the nation in jobs and wage growth and `Right toWork' would only make things worse. In fact, the average worker in Right to Work states makesbetween $5,000 and $6,000 less than the average worker in other states. And calling anextraordinary session will make the budget disaster Republicans have created worse sincewe're already scheduled to be in session the following week anyway. What's the emergency?  "There is broad agreement among workers, businesses and everyday citizens that Right toWork is wrong for Wisconsin. Yet the governor and Republican lawmakers have proven they willdo anything to change the subject from their mismanagement of Wisconsin's economy,including driving down wages for our workers and further dividing our state."  

Our local Senator Dave Hansen (D-Green Bay) went on to say:  "How unpopular is the Governor's budget?  Apparently so unpopular that Republican leadersfeel the need to hide their members behind RTW to help them avoid having to answer to thevoters about their $2.2 billion deficit, their plan to eliminate SeniorCare and assistance for theelderly and disabled, their continued cuts to our public schools and their attack on our UWcampuses.  "This is bait and switch politics at its worst that will cost the average Wisconsin family $5,000 -$6,000 per year in lost wages and that will limit the freedom of employers to run theirbusinesses as they see fit.  "Rather than owning up to their failed policies, they are desperately trying to change the subjectrather than defend what is proving to be an indefensible budget that puts the Governor'spresidential ambitions before the people of Wisconsin."Tags: Untagged
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